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Making important topics accessible

NEW

9781906860806
PB £12.99, US $17.95,
CA $23.95

Here is a physics book
like none you’ve ever seen
before: accessible and fun –
perfect for anyone, young or
old, with a healthy dose of
curiosity.

9780857845030
PB £19.99, US $23.99,
CA $25.99

Food is responsible for 25%
of our carbon emissions.
Bridle steers clear of emotive
words to focus on the facts
on the climate impact of the
food we eat.

9781906860301
PB £24.99, US $39.99,
CA $47.99
This optimistic book
evaluates all the options
and explains how we can
greatly reduce the amount
of material demanded and
used in manufacturing.

9780954452933
PB £19.95, US $49.95,
CA $54.95
The best-selling book on
understanding sustainable
energy and how we can
make energy plans that
add up.

9780857844941
HB £18.99, US $24.99,
CA $33.99
This second edition of
David Nutt’s brilliant
and straightforward book
explores the science of
drugs, how they work, why
people take them and the
effects drugs have.

9781906860325
PB £24.99, US $36.99,
CA $44.99

The design of photovoltaic
systems for real-life
applications, with the
physics behind solar energy
generation.

without the hot air ®
UIT’s without the hot air ® series has had an impact on policy and education worldwide. Based especially, but not
exclusively on science and other numerate subjects, the aim is to inform with facts, so the reader can come to their own
conclusions.

The city through the eyes of its artists®
The growing and successful series, the city through the eyes of its artists ®, gives these cities’ artists a wide platform for
their work. Edited by Emma Bennett.

9781906860769
HB £14.99, US $19.99,
CA $27.99

9781906860844
HB £14.99, US $19.99,
CA $27.99

9781906860929
HB £14.99, US $19.99,
CA $26.99

9780857845207
HB £14.99, US $19.99,
CA $26.99

9781912934102
HB £14.99, US $19.99,
CA $26.99

9781912934218
HB £14.99, US $19.99,
CA $26.99

The old university is
wonderfully showcased in this
little book. Bikes, punts and
the iconic market all find their
way into the pages.

Edinburgh shines through the
pages in all its glory: the
stunning monuments of the
city as well as the surrounding
beauty of Arthur’s Seat.

A tribute to Dublin: from the
historic Trinity College Dublin
and the iconic Ha’penny Bridge
to the lively pub scene and
secret corners.

The city of spires with its
old University buildings,
the awe-inspiring library
and the Radcliffe Camera
are painted vividly in this
wonderful book.

This art book is an impressive
artistic collection taking the
reader on a tour through the
colourful spirit of Liverpool
and its rich history.

Bristol and Bath are two
beautiful, closely connected
cities. They are portrayed in a
delightful variety of styles in
this stunning book.
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UIT Cambridge is an independent publisher. Since
2003 we have been publishing books on a range of
topics, with a focus on making important topics
accessible to readers who don’t necessarily have
specialist knowledge.
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